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proved the truth of the Christian proposition that 'the wages of Sin
is Death', By the end of the year 1933 the Great Society which the
modern Western cult of Humanism had 'assembled' was inescapably
confronted with a choice between persisting in its spiritual errors,
at the price of committing suicide, and saving its soul alive on con-
dition of making a far-reaching and widely-extended spiritual advance
in the spirit of the very religion which the votaries of Enlightened
Self-interest had tacitly repudiated.
This was the issue which was brought to a head by the portentous
failures of the World Economic Conference and the World Disarma-
ment Conference. It was a living issue in every one of the countries
that were there represented. At the same time there were, two
countries which, in 1933, were crucial points in the world-wide
battle-field on which this issue was being fought out. These.two
countries were the United States and Germany; and the intensity
of the internal struggle in either country was reflected, at the time,
in the roles which Germany and the United States played in the
international arena at the Disarmament Conference and the Economic
Conference respectively. In both cases the pole was destructive;
for the most prominent single cause of the breakdown of the Dis-
armament Conference was Germany's self-centred determination to
recover, at all costs, her lost equality of political status with, the other
Great Powers of the World, while the most prominent single cause of
the breakdown of the Economic Conference was the similarly self-
centred determination of the United States to restore, at all costs,
her lost internal economic equilibrium.
On the 16th May, 1933, the President of the United States issued
a public warning to the Chancellor of the German Reich against
taking upon his head the responsibility for causing the breakdown of
the Disarmament Conference; and this warning was justified both
by the conduct of the German National-Socialist Government up to
that date and by the action which, in spite of the American warning,
Herr Hitler did eventually take before the calendar year ran out.
It is all the more strange to observe that President Roosevelt couched
his admonition to Herr Hitler in terms which explicitly condemned,
in advance, the action which he himself took in sending to London
his message of the 3rd July, 1933, which dealt a mortal blow to the
Economic Conference.1 The relevant paragraphs of Mr. Roosevelt's
previous message to Herr Hitler ran as follows:
The nations have called two great world-conferences. The happiness
and prosperity, the very lives, of the men, women, and children who
1 See p. 63 below.

